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REMBRANDT AND HIlS CIRCLE AT NATIONAL G3ALLERY

An exhibition that includes some works by one
of the world's greatest etchers, Rembrandt van Rijn,

ion display at the National Gallery until October
~12. The display, called "Rembranidt andi us Circle".
comnprises about 75 prints, drawings and paintings
by the master and some of his associates, pupils
and followers.

Rembrandt is represented by more t'han 30
etchings, most of them executed in the 1640s and
1650s, when he was at the peak of his powers.
"«With Rembrandt, you can understand what the. termn
(original print' means," says Pamela Osier, acting
curator of prints, who organized the exhibition. "He
handled bis etchings with tremendous creative free-
dom, experimented with li. ink and paper so that no
two impressions of a print are ever the same; it is as
if they were drawings."

The exhibition, one of several being held this
Year in1 Canada and the United States in honor of the.
tercentenary of Rembrandt's death, is the onIy one
in Canada to illustrate bis genius as an etcher. Hie

~was the first artist to exploit the medium fuily. All
the Rembrandt works in the permanent collections of
th~e National Gallery are included in the exhibition.
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